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Emily Murphy Park
	
Fairmont Hotel MacDonald
	
Fort Edmonton Park / Whitemud Park
	
Gold Bar Ravine & Goldstick Park
	
Government House Park
	
Hawrelak (a.k.a. Mayfair) Park
	
High Level Bridge
	
Highlands Golf Club & Wayne Gretzky Drive
	
Lake Beaumaris
	
Louise McKinney Park
	
MacEwan University
	
Magic of Lights (Christmas)
	
Mill Creek Ravine
	
Muttart Conservatory
	
Nellie McClung Park
	
North Edmonton (Other)
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Royal Alberta Museum
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Royal Mayfair Golf Club
	
Rundle Park
	
South Edmonton (Other)
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Welcome, glad you're here!

Here you'll find resources to assist you with all your realty needs. Whether you are a first time home buyer, looking to sell your property, or an experienced investor, we can provide you with comprehensive real estate solutions.

Our website allows you to search for current listings and receive detailed descriptions and photographs. Customize your search by area, price or property type. Thinking of selling your home? Complete our on-line submission form and get recent sales figures of similar properties. Learn about our company and discover why we are the best at what we do.
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					Kelly Grant, MaxWell POLARIS, Edmonton real estate
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				* NEW LISTING: 6119-156 Avenue NW, Edmonton, AB - NE Edmonton - Matt Berry - $600,000
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				* SOLD 1st WEEK ON MARKET * #306, 11425-105 Ave. NW - Central Edmonton - Queen Mary Park - The Zen!
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				* BUYER SOLD: BEAUMONT - MONTALET - VILLAGE AT BEAUMONT!
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				* BUYER SOLD: SE EDMONTON MILLWOODS - LARKSPUR - ASPEN MEADOWS!
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				 * KELLY GRANT: CELEBRATING TWENTY YEARS OF GREATER EDMONTON REAL ESTATE -- Feb. 2004 to Feb. 2024 *
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				* NEW LISTING: $474,950 - 3426 Parker Loop SW (SW Edmonton - Paisley)
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				** NEW PRICE - Up & Down Duplex: 9829-68 Ave. NW - SE EDMONTON HAZELDEAN - $459,900!!
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				* SOLD * #403, 37 Sir Winston Churchill Ave. - Downtown St. Albert - Churchill House II!
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				* SOLD MULTIPLE OFFERS * 155 Knottwood Rd. N. NW, Edm., AB (Millwoods - Satoo - Knottwood Village)
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				* YOUR CLIENT PLATINUM 111 WITH MAXWELL REALTY * - MY NEW CINEMATIC VIDEO!!
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				Cleaning Up Cities and Communities to Preserve Property Rights & Value – Article by Kelly Grant, REALTOR®️ at MaxWell POLARIS
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				Important Dangers and Risks to Identify, Analyze, Navigate, and Mitigate when Deciding to Buy Property near Rivers, Mountains, and Forests - by Kelly Grant, REALTOR®️
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				My 3-D Matterport & Drone Readiness Guide for Sellers; & Utilization Guide for Buyers
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				 * MaxWell Realty – My Director's Award Achievement for 2023 *
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				 * BREAKING NEWS: Kelly Grant at MaxWell POLARIS achieves 500th Career Sale!!
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				 * EDMONTON, ALBERTA, CANADA - INCREDIBLE AND SPECTACULAR: Top 20 Destinations and Tourist Attractions!
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				 * ATTENTION BUILDERS, RENOVATORS, & HOME BUYERS: My Design, Build, and Renovate Encyclopedia!
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				 * BONUS FEATURES to KellyGrant.ca: (1). My Collection of Scenic and Panoramic North America Photos; and (2). My Outstanding Literature and Classic Cinema Recommendations!!
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				 * ATTENTION ALL BUYERS & SELLERS: Check Out My NEW Greater Edmonton Area 2023-Q4 Residential, Rural, and Commercial Real Estate Investment Guides!!
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				 Kelly Grant, Residential / Commercial / Rural REALTOR®️ at MaxWell POLARIS Achieves Client Testimonial #70!!
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				 Is your Edmonton Neighbourhood worth over $1B? - article written by Kelly Grant at MaxWell POLARIS
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				 Edmonton Neighbourhoods with the Best and Worst Crime Statistics by Kelly Grant at MaxWell POLARIS
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				 Buying, Selling, Building, Upgrading, and Maintaining Sustainable and Healthy Real Estate – by Kelly Grant, REALTOR®️
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Kelly Grant, M.Eng., ABR, NCSO, P.Eng.

PLATINUM CLIENT SERVICE CAN YIELD PLATINUM CLIENT RESULTS ...
THROUGHOUT GREATER EDMONTON WITH MAXWELL POLARIS!

 With 20 years of quality real estate experience, Kelly Grant at MaxWell POLARIS is consistently a top-producing REALTOR®️ in Greater Edmonton, Alberta, Canada with over 550 career sales (and counting)!!


Kelly supplies new and repeat Buyer and Seller client / customer services not only in residential real estate (houses, duplexes, condos), but also commercial and rural properties – across the Greater Edmonton Area!
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"My daughter and I have known Kelly since 2016. We have used his services for 4 times in the past. Kelly is a very professional, respectful, (and) punctual REALTOR®. He is very trustworthy and diligent in his work. Recently he has sold one of my condos with multiple offers, and the condo was sold for more than the listed price. I appreciate his hard work and dedication. Thank you again Kelly!"

- (Confidential), Edmonton, AB





(paraphrased): "... For eight years I have wanted to tell Kelly's customers looking for a REALTOR® that they really could do no wrong by picking him. I saw Kelly's picture and name on a bus stop and called - best call ever! We were moving back from a 30 year stint in Yellowknife, NWT. No rush on finding a place so when we were in town, would call Kelly and he would spend the day with us looking. Never had a problem (helping us say) ‘nope not for us’ if he spotted something very wrong (e.g. inspection issues or other major issues affecting property value). It took over a year and we found the perfect house. In the meantime, we asked my mother to join us in the move so Kelly got to work selling her place: it was a shock her home sold to the first buyer who viewed! We have been 8 years here and very happy. The next time we called upon Kelly’s help was to look upon an investment property and during our showing, Kelly helped us discover significant inspection issues. We decided the property was not for us and thanked him. We called him in 2021 our cousin who was widowed and knew nothing of real estate, and was wanting to downsize. I contacted Kelly and asked if he was “up for the job”, lol 😊. So Kelly listed and sold her house, while assisting her to buy another, explaining everything to make the transition as stress free as possible. She said she had a direct 24/7 line to Kelly for any and all questions. I would not hesitate to call or refer Kelly to any of our friends or family - I feel they would be well taken care of!"

- Cathy, Sherwood Park, AB





"It was a pleasure to work with Kelly Grant. He is a top notch REALTOR® to handle your real estate needs."

- (Confidential), Edmonton, AB





"I used Kelly for the search for, and eventual purchase of my new home and was extremely pleased with his services. Kelly was extremely accommodating to the extent of arranging a viewing of a property I came across within an hour. I also liked the fact that Kelly would point out problems with a property. Highly recommend Kelly for your home sale or purchase."

- A. Sheremeta, Edmonton, AB





"Kelly Grant went out of his way to be professional when he needed to contact me for offers to sell. He called my second contact person when I (was unable to) answer his calls. He followed through politely, quickly, and we made a sale."

- S. Scott, Edmonton, AB





"Kelly Grant is an experienced REALTOR® that goes above and beyond my expectation. Kelly handles search and real estate matters in a timely and effective manner. He has helped me to negotiate real estate transactions for over 7 years."

- (Confidential), Vancouver, BC





"Kelly has great ability to listen and ask the right questions in order to find the right property for every individual. Since we came from New Brunswick, his knowledge was priceless. No matter what time of the day and what day of the week, Kelly is always ready to schedule showing on short notice. That was a key for our successful home buying journey in this crazy house market. Thank you, Kelly."

- (Confidential), Fredericton, New Brunswick





"It has been a wonderful experience working with Kelly Grant in selling our house (in West Edmonton). Kelly is on time, professional, astute, wise, communicates excellently with all parties, and very helpful in anticipating challenges and resolving challenges."

- (Confidential), Edmonton, AB





"Kelly Grant has been involved with our families' properties for many years. He continues to provide detailed, organized, and timely statistics, information, and assistance when required. We appreciate his thoughtfulness and ability to be accommodating towards our young family's needs."

- C. & C. Pilipchuk, Strathcona County, AB





"Looks after the little details, displayed (advertised) my condo very nice. Thank you!!"

- R. Krebs, Edmonton, AB





"(a). Anyone seeking to buy or sell property should call Kelly Grant because he has extensive and reputable sales and service experience. (b). We found working with Kelly Grant, REALTOR® to be an excellent experience, in that he exceeded our expectations totally. Amazing job and remarkably fast results!"

- R. & H. Christianson, Edmonton, AB





"We always felt confident that Kelly had our best interests in mind through the listing process, reviewing the offers, and giving us sound advice. We would call him again."

- Y. Schuller, Edmonton, AB






"Dealing with Kelly is always a pleasure! He is professional, efficient, straightforward, and knowledgeable. Everything you want and need in an Agent and nothing you don't. Always good results!"

- (Confidential), Edmonton, AB





"Kelly is: (a). One of the most organized client-centric REALTORS® I have met and will have your best interest in mind based on market data and not just a feel; (b). Extremely timely and professional; and (c). Extremely detail-oriented."

- N. Jackman, Edmonton, AB






"If you want prompt, efficient service, you should call on Kelly. He has been an amazing REALTOR®. I will use him anytime hands down. He has been just so wonderful to deal with. He looks into everything that I didn't think to look and he is not pushy. He has given me very good advice which I really appreciate!"

- (Confidential)






"We have done two real estate transactions with Kelly Grant. We find him to be professional, efficient, and respectful when answering our questions. He is dedicated to his profession. We would recommend his service to everyone."

- (Confidential), Edmonton, AB







"Kelly had great communication, very thorough, and detail-oriented. He is very dedicated to achieving the best outcome for his clients. Kelly is extremely professional and personable. I would highly recommend Kelly and his services to my friends and family." 

- H. Beisel and J. Fafard, Regina, SK





"We have sold two homes and bought two homes through Kelly Grant over a period of 12 years now. He is very professional, reliable, on time, always available, patient, polite, and considerate. He is honest, transparent, pays attention to detail, and puts your interests first."

- J. & B. Bond, Sherwood Park, AB





"Kelly was as responsive, knowledgeable, and as sharp a real estate agent you could ask for. He could answer confidently any question we had, and could advise us when things got uncertain from our point of view. It was clear to me that he understood the real estate market and the workings of transactions. In my opinion, based on my experience with him, you would be well-advised in hiring Kelly."

- M. Babey, Edmonton, AB



 

"Kelly was extremely patient with us as we didn't know what we wanted when we started looking for a house. He helped us through the process by going through many houses and asking questions. We bought the perfect house for us. Kelly was very knowledgeable, organized and professional. Would highly recommend for great service!"

- G. Smerdon, Strathcona County, AB




"Kelly's professionalism and knowledge of the housing market helped us to make the right decision in selling our house. We really appreciated Kelly's timely and informative emails. We would highly recommend Kelly to anyone looking to sell their home."

- Anonymous




"Kelly is extremely knowledgeable and professional when it comes to buying homes.He works diligently and efficiently around the clock to assist his clients. Kellypromptlyresponded to our endless questions / concerns whileguiding us through the complex process of buying. He worked to understand exactly what we were looking for and offered timely advice to guide us and ground us through the complexnegotiation and purchasing process. We felt well cared for and well-informed throughout the process and were quick torecommendhim to family and friends who echoed our thoughts about Kelly's professionalism and character after meeting and working withhim. It is obvious that Kelly cares about the people that he works with and highly values his relationships with his clients. It is rare to find a service provider who is respectful, sensitive, competent, down-to-earth andhas the capacity touphold the level of dignity and integrity that Kelly consistently displayed. He is an outstandingREALTOR® andan honourable human being.We will definitely ask Kelly to assist us with our future real estate endeavours and hope that he remains in this profession for years to come.It was a truepleasure to be able towork together."

- H. Beisel and L. Jankola, Sturgeon County, AB




"We were impressed with Kelly's knowledge, attention to detail, and accessibility. He handled all the details with selling our home and quickly narrowed our choices for a new home. Overall it has been a pleasure to work with him."

- P. and A. Murphy, Edmonton, AB




"Friendly! Professional! Easy Accessibility! Flexible! Easy to negotiate with! An all around experience with Kelly handling the sale of my Mother's house. Even after the final papers signed, Kelly was available for any questions."

- R. Alger, Edmonton, AB





"We have nothing but good things to say about Kelly. He is very professional, giving good advice, answering concerns, always prompt, very well organized, and is on top of things! A hard worker, definitely a 10 out of 10. Thank you Kelly, it was great doing business with you!"

- P. Pelsma-Hoekstra, Edmonton, AB




"I am very satisfied with Kelly's thorough handling of our transaction. His attention to details, helpful advice, business knowledge, and timely updates were appreciated."

- N. Jackman, Edmonton, AB




"Kelly is the best REALTOR® we ever worked with. We have sold and / or bought with Kelly 4 times. The fact we keep coming back is a great indication of his level of service. Kelly is very knowledgeable and professional. He gave great advice throughout the buying and selling process. We would be happy to recommend Kelly to any new clients! He is 10 out of 10 without a doubt!"

- K. Mok and J. Hu, Burlington, ON




 "As a recent house seller (and being an older, single person) I was very pleased with the manner in which Kelly Grant managed the sale of my home. Even prior to my decision to sell, Kelly was always available for advice - respectful and sensitive to answering any of my concerns, be they big or small. Above all, throughout our association I felt I could trust Kelly, to do his best on my behalf."

- D. Cocquyt, formerly of Edmonton, AB




 "As first-time home Buyers, Kelly made the process simple. He knew what questions to ask and what to look for. Kelly was very thorough and informative, all hours of the day, every day of the week! Definitely would recommend!"

- A. Filipovic & T. Galloway, Leduc, AB




"We have no hesitation to recommend Kelly Grant as a top notch agent to negotiate the sale or purchase of residential property. Kelly was thorough and efficient in assisting us to sell our home and property in Edmonton, AB in June 2016."

- M. & M. Hinton, Winnipeg, MB




"I am very pleased to have a forum to comment on Kelly Grant's role as a REALTOR® when he assisted us in our house purchase. To begin, I'll identify our bias. My wife and I can be demanding and before starting our search had considered whether using a Real Estate professional would be a good way to go. Kelly's consummate knowledge, skill, and professionalism quickly made his value abundantly obvious. While we knew the sort of house we wanted, we didn't know Edmonton. Kelly worked tirelessly to at first understand our needs and then to continually search, communicate, and show us a range of properties. At one point we stopped our search, finding nothing on the market that matched our particular needs. With our permission, Kelly continued to scan the market and send us information on properties of potential interest. Ultimately his efforts resulted in our finding and purchasing an ideal home. At all times Kelly demonstrated his knowledge of the market and home construction. His high energy, tireless work ethic, and pleasant attitude, combined with his highly professional and ethical manner, make him an outstanding REALTOR®. We would be delighted to engage Kelly the next time we have any sort of real estate need. Thank you Kelly!"

- Dr. G. and J. Stevens, Saskatoon, SK




 "The only regret we have about hiring Kelly as our REALTOR® is not doing it sooner. We felt that we needed to have our house 'ready to sell' before bringing in a REALTOR®. Now we see that we could have saved time and avoided a lot of stress if we'd asked Kelly for some tips and advice. Feeling frustrated and 'stuck', we finally had Kelly assess our home - and he gave us simple advice on what to do to get the house ready. Together, we arrived at a 'fair market price' and, within 2 weeks of listing, sold our home for $1,000 over what we wanted. Kelly is a professional, experienced, and knowledgeable REALTOR®, but what really sets him apart is his dedication to his clients. He is always accessible, gives timely advice, and inspires confidence and trust."

- D. & H. Luken, Edmonton, AB




"Kelly was an extremely professional REALTOR® to work with. He was very reliable, trustworthy, prompt, knowledgeable, and motivated when it came to buying and selling our homes. Kelly was always accessible via email, phone, or text, and would respond almost immediately when called upon. We were very impressed with his tenacity and commitment to us during our home buying / selling experience. We have and will continue to recommend Kelly to others seeking a REALTOR® and would not hesitate to utilize his services again. Thank you Kelly for all your hard work!"

- J. & P. Greenham, St. Albert, AB




"Like many people, I had no idea who to contact when I decided to purchase an apartment condo. I asked Kelly to be my REALTOR®, based on the client testimonials and the information he provided for condo buyers on his website. From the first meeting in his office, I knew I could trust and rely on Kelly. He guided me through each step of the process: he advised me on negotiations with the Seller, he came to my bank to assist with mortgage approval, he provided me with names of reputable Inspection Agencies (and attended the inspection with me) and he recommended a good lawyer to look over the condo documents before I bought. He is a very busy, energetic REALTOR®; however, I could always contact him with questions. If he was with another client when I called, he got back to me quickly, giving his full attention to my concerns. Months after I had finalized the deal and moved into my condo, I called Kelly when I was having difficulties getting the Condo Management Company to follow through on a ceiling repair that had been agreed before I purchased the condo. Kelly immediately took over, talked to the Management Company and my issue was settled very quickly after that. I can't say enough good things about Kelly. He is caring, honest, respectful, and trustworthy; he is professional, knowledgeable, thorough, and efficient in his dealings. I would recommend Kelly to anyone, both Buyers and Sellers."

- C. Guthrie, Edmonton, AB




"Kelly is a thoughtful, knowledgeable REALTOR®. Helpful."

- (Confidential), Edmonton, AB




 "A good REALTOR® is also a psychologist. I bought a nice home close to Northgate. A chance which allowed me to work with Mr. Kelly Grant when I waslooking for a housein Edmonton since 2013. Mr. Kelly Grant is a good marketer, good pricer, good negotiator, and has the ability to develop a comfort level with the client ..."(paraphrased)

- (Confidential), Edmonton, AB




"Kelly was there when needed for explanation, communication, and never waited to respond on the phone or by email in reply to my questions. Kelly was a key in solving problems and giving practical solutions to some of my problems I faced during my first time buying experience. For that I thank him and recommend him to you." (paraphrased)

- I. Abu-Amarah, Edmonton, AB




"Kelly approached the sale of our two condo units with professionalism and dedication. Kelly was very thorough and paid close attention to detail. We were also extremely impressed with Kelly's integrity and would definitely use his services again."

- L. and S. Wold, Edmonton, AB




"It was difficult with the death of my husband; Mr. Grant provided a professional attitude and eased me through the sale of our home."

- (Confidential)




"In my search for a suitable condo I always found Kelly to act in a very professional manner. He listened to my concerns and was diligent in his search for available condos until I found one to my liking."

- Ms. F. Clemens, Edmonton, AB




"We highly recommend Kelly as a REALTOR® because his service really impressed us. He is very fast in providing all the information we asked for and got back to us right away. Our whole purchasing process went smooth and he is very knowledgeable in all aspects of real estate. Great experience. We felt being in really good hands!"

- (Confidential)




"Kelly's support, experience, and understanding our needs made a world of difference in the search for our new home. Kelly's attention, focus, and follow-through were exceptional. It will be a pleasure to work with Kelly again in the future."

- (Confidential)




"Kelly Grant is a most thorough agent. He truly wants his clients to get a goodhouse and listens carefully to their needs. We were buying from out of town. Kelly supplied us with excellent reports and information. He is prompt, courteous, and never cuts corners. We would recommend him to anyone buying a house in Edmonton. It was such a relief to have someone so trustworthy."

- (Confidential)




"Our overall experience was excellent. We bought a house with Kelly Grant in August of 2013. He showed us quite a few properties. He was keen to notice the upsides and downsides on each one. We did not feel pressured to buy right away. Finally the closure was handled professionally. We would greatly recommend him to anyone looking for a stress-free experience."

- V. & T. Nyagolov(a), Edmonton, AB.




"Kelly worked with us in a very professional, polite, and personable manner in the sale of our home. He kept us informed, provided buyer feedback when possible, and answered our questions promptly. We would not hesitate to recommend Kelly to anyone selling their home. He always delivered what he promised."

- J. & M. Stoten, Chemainus, B.C.




"I have found Kelly to be very professional, also easily available if any problems arose with respect to the sale of my house."

- (Confidential)




"As well as being a knowledgeable professional Kelly was polite and personable. He showed respect for us and our home. He kept us well informed and answered all our questions promptly. Kelly gave us direction when needed. We highly recommend Kelly Grant to anyone who requires the services of a REALTOR®."

- (Confidential)




 "I have completed over 10 real estate transactions with 3 or 4 different REALTORS®; Kelly Grant is one that one would recommend. Above his excellent customer service skills, he possesses in-depth knowledge about home construction standards. I would definitely use Kelly Grant as a REALTOR® again."

- Mr. K. Mok, Edmonton, AB




"The service and personal attention I received from Kelly was exceptional from a REALTOR®! His real estate knowledge and attention to detail was invaluable from the home selection, offer, inspection, and closing processes. This is my second purchase of property and never had such a pleasurable experience. I would highly recommend Kelly to everyone."

- Mr. K. Thu, Sherwood Park, AB




"I had Kelly as my REALTOR® when selling my home and buying a new one. Kelly impressed me with his promptness in responding to my smallest request - regardless of the time of day or night. He was very respectful, courteous, and listening - he would go the extra mile to solve a problem in order to satisfy his client. I've come to know Kelly as an extremely well-organized and hard-working professional, who has a great knowledge. I highly recommend his services to anyone considering selling or buying a property. I really enjoyed my experience with Kelly."

- Ms. A. Chandra, Edmonton, AB




"Kelly is an extremely competent REALTOR®. He is well-organized, always prepared for meetings and extremely efficient. Kelly is also a good listener, and pays attention to the smallest of detail. He is friendly and willing to answer questions. We were very pleased with all of his work."

- (Confidential)




"Kelly went above and beyond, helping us find our perfect home! He was observant in what we wanted in a house and showed us homes that best fit our needs. Besides being courteous and respectful Kelly was able to answer all our questions, at the same time educate and giving us insight on certain aspects of each house which we wouldn't have even thought of. We highly recommend Kelly!"

- J. & M. Bober, Edmonton, AB




"Kelly was very professional in his demeanor dealing with us.We appreciated all his hard work he put into selling our house. We recommend anyone using Kelly to sell their house."

- A. & D. Rea, St. Albert, AB




"... Kelly was courteous; efficient; prompt; no complaints; would highly recommend his services."

- (Confidential)




"Kelly Grant is an exceptional REALTOR®: very well-informed about all aspects of real estate (example, he is asophisticated negotiator), organized, diligent, and very thorough. He knows the value of persistence. Toward a client Kelly is unfailingly courteous, respectful, and friendly. He maintains a sharp focus on the task before him and gives a client his full attention. Also, he knows the value of pausing to enjoy a good laugh. Kelly is a determined optimist. He never gives up -- and is willing to go the extra mile (literally) to ensure success. In short, Kelly Grant is the model of a superior real estate agent. I recommend him without reservation."

- Mr. Love, formerly of Edmonton, AB




"We recently purchased an investment property through Kelly. We were very pleased with his professionalism and great service. Most of all he was very prompt in returning our phone calls and keeping us informed of listings. I would not hesitate to recommend him to anyone looking to buy or sell property. We definitely will use him again as our REALTOR®."

- V. andB. MacKay, Edmonton, AB




"I found Kelly to be a caring, conscientious REALTOR® especially in the area of appointments to view my home. He gave me full feedback at all times. I also purchased a home with him too. He stayed with me until all issues were resolved. I would recommend his services."

- (Confidential)




"We recently purchased our first investment property in Edmonton with Kelly’s help. We found Kelly to be very organized, efficient, and accommodating. Kelly was the consummate professional in every aspect and provided excellent follow-up to ensure that every detail of the transaction was covered. Kelly’s solid work ethic and commitment to excellence was most reassuring, and we look forward to working with Kelly in the future. We would not hesitate to recommend Kelly to anyone looking to purchase real estate in Edmonton and area."

- L. Spence and Mr. R. Sinclair, Burnaby, B.C.




"Kelly Grant has helped us at several occasions with quick and accurate service and advice. This helped us a lot in the sometimes complex process of buying a property. Becuase of this we would recommend him to others as well. Kelly does a great job and definitely better than many other REALTORS®!"

- Mr. S. Breeuwsma, Edmonton, AB




"I appreciate Kelly Grant’s knowledge, diligence, respect, and organizational skills. I know all the bases will be covered when I go to purchase a property and I feel well taken care of as a client. I commend Kelly for many things including helping me locate properties, communicating with the vendor with respect, completing all documentation thoroughly, and following through on what he says he will do in a timely manner."

- Mrs. V. Pawluk, Edmonton, AB




"Being an out-of-province investor, I had tried several Edmonton REALTORS® only to be disappointed every time. I came across Kelly, we struck up an initial conversation and understanding and Kelly went to work. Kelly is a tireless worker, does what he says and more. I can confidently say that after several purchases and sales with using Kelly that I have found a gem in Edmonton. Kelly epitomizes what ’Customer Service’ is all about. He listens to your needs, goes and finds what you are after and continues with the follow-up after the deal. Without Kelly looking after my investments in Edmonton, I would have many more sleepless nights. I would strongly recommend Kelly Grant to anyone looking at purchasing or selling an investment property or for their own personal use. He is a true professional in all aspects of the business. Keep up the great work Kelly! All I need to do now is find a way to clone Kelly to work for me in other cities."

- Mr. S. Fraser, Real Estate Investor, Kelowna, B.C.




"On behalf of myself and Big Bear Oilfield Ltd. I would like to thank Kelly for making our first commercial real estate transaction a smooth, and relatively simple process. We were having an impossible time finding a commercial REALTOR® who was willing to work with us to help us find new facilities; Kelly stepped up to the challenge and despite our very specific criteria, was able to find us an appropriate facility in a very short period of time. Kelly showed a real concern for our needs and worked very hard, paying strict attention to details and demonstrated a thorough knowledge of the market as well as the rules and regulations of performing a real estate transaction. Working with Kelly, we did not have to worry about a phone call going unreturned or having a question unanswered. Kelly made certain that he was in regular communication with us and made a determined effort to give us not only the information we requested, but thought ahead as to what our next questions might be and found answers to those as well. We look forward to growing our business and working with Kelly as our professional real estate agent whenever the need to expand presents itself."

- Mr. B. Martens, Vice-President of Operations - Big Bear Oilfield Ltd., Edmonton, AB




"...I have seen first hand not only the amount of work that a REALTOR® puts in but all the potential pitfalls that Kelly had warned me about and all the questions answered have proven invaluable and saved me from disastrous results. Again, I cannot thank Kelly enough for all the work he had done for us. I also appreciate the fact that Kelly was very prompt in returning calls and providing comprehensive answers. I will recommend Kelly to anyone of my REIN fellow members when appropriate."

- Mr. H. Ansink, Edmonton, AB




"Kelly Grant is a consummate professional. He is on time, will return a call quickly, shares his knowledge, remembers details, is efficient with his time and yours, makes the whole process smooth and easy. Congratulations Kelly - we’ll call you next year."

- Ms. J. Greenwood, Edmonton, AB




"When dealing in real estate ’long distance’, it’s extremely important to have a REALTOR® who is reliable, highly efficient, and totally professional. Kelly Grant has all these qualities and it doesn’t hurt that he is a genuinely nice guy."

- Mr. V. Smejkal, Calgary, AB




"Kelly was persistent and eager to please. He kept us informed on new listings for quite some time before assisting us in finding our first home."

- Mr. and Mrs. L. Copeland, Edmonton, AB




"Our experience with Kelly Grant was an excellent one. He is thorough, informed, dedicated, and efficient. I would recommend him to anyone."

- Ms. J. Austin, Edmonton, AB




"I found Kelly honest in his statements relating to properties he showed us, also I found him very energetic in finding and showing us properties that answered to what we were looking for. Eventually my wife and I purchased one of the properties he showed us and we are quite satisfied with the purchase."

- Mr. R. Burrowes, Sherwood Park, AB




"As a first-time buyer, I appreciated your thoroughness in explaining each detail of the transaction, and your insights into the Edmonton market."

- Mr. J. Cockell, Edmonton, AB
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Investment Guides
 





 


View Kelly's new quarterly market 
summaries for Greater Edmonton.





Virtual Tours
 



View Kelly’s listed properties in high-definition cinematic production.




Schedule Appointment



Contact Kelly for buying, selling, or referrals – anytime, 7 days a week.








	


	




Properties






For Buyers






For Sellers
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$225,000
403 - 37 Sir Winston Churchill Avenue (St. Albert)
St. Albert
AB
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$459,900
9829-68 Ave. NW, Edmonton, AB (SE Edm. - Hazeldean
Edmonton
AB
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$774,950
3426 Parker Loop SW (SW Edmonton - Paisley)
Edmonton
AB
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$167,900
#306, 11425-105 Avenue NW, Edmonton, AB
Edmonton
AB
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$600,000
6119-156 Ave. NW, Edmonton, AB (Matt Berry)
Edmonton
AB
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 MorningCoffee.mp3





 Inspiring Storytelling





 Uplifting and Inspiring





 emotional - e-soundtrax





 Inspiration - e-soundtrax





 Inspiring - e-soundtrax





 Casta-Diva-From





 Enigma Variations





 Beauty No Watermark





 Piano Uplifting Corporate






 Under The Sun of Italy





 Coffee Shop
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View Listing
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						780-717-9290
					
	
						SOLD@KellyGrant.ca
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